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Manual on remotely piloted aircraft systems (rpas)

Although manufacturers/OEEs from remote pilot aircraft system(s) (RPAS) are not regulated by the Civil Aviation Requirements (CAR) Section 3, Series X, Part I, which is a responsible entity, a manufacturer is expected to follow the procedure specified below. Apart from the indigenous manufacturers, the entity import parts and meeting distance scholar aircraft (RPA) in India
(assembled) will also be considered a manufacturer. Manufacturers must ensure that their RPAs complies with the minimum standards specified in the CAR. Manufacturers need to perform the necessary tests, as much as necessary. They can use the test sites specified in the MOTOR for the execution of such tests. OEEs/manufacturers can alternatively utilise unused aircraft or
government educational institution's campus, provided sufficient safety precautions are in place. However, they must ensure that no manned or unmanned aircraft fly in the proposed test area during such operations. The manufacturers/OEMs of Nano RPA should prominently engrave/display the manufacturer's serial number. They must also make their nano RPA appropriate for
15 meters (50 feet) above ground level (AGL) ceiling. The manufacturer/assembly of micro and above must comply with the NPNT (No Permission-No Take-Off) specifications. If the RPA has been developed in the nano or micro category, the minimum standards considered by manufacturer/OEM will be considered. However, for the micro category, the manufacturer must certify
compliance with the NPNT, equipment, and other standards specified in the MOTOR. If the model is developed in the small or above category, the OEM/manufacturer must use the checklist for the manufacture of small and above categories of RPAS (both Indian and foreign) and get it certified by certification agency by designation of compliance with appropriate standards. In
addition, the manufacturer must submit a certificate of compliance. Post-certification (by self or certification agency), all models on the Digital Sky Platform will be listed with all required details. This will ensure that the user/operator/remote pilot chooses the correct model from the list. The manufacturer/OEM can obtain equipment type approval (ETA) from wireless planning and
coordination wing (WPC), DOT to facilitate the end user as the ETA is given for a specific type/model or many in case of import. The manufacturer must develop the following manuals: (a) RPA Flight Manual / Manufacturer's Operating Manual with offsetting operating conditions/restrictions. (b) Manual/guidelines/procedure. (c) Maintenance inspection schedule/hasty interval. (d)
Self-explanatory information booklet for end users. The manufacturer must book the self-explanatory information booklet to end users in the RPAS / box. Maintenance and repair of RPAS must be performed in accordance with manufacturers' approved procedures in authorized service centers of the manufacturer/OEM or remote pilot/operator. In the last case, the must ensure that
remote pilot/operator does not have unauthorized access to mandatory equipment/firmware (including NPNT). Nano RPA Manufacturers/OECs must ensure the traceability of the buyer for each drone. Their agents/distributors must collect and safely store IDs at point of sale. Manufacturers must ensure that a record of serial numbers is maintained by distributor/agent and kept up
to date. Source Latest guidelines are now available here Associated With It is information about 'drones' for recreational or professional use in the Netherlands, including the islands of Bonaire, Saint Eustatius and Saba. Mass between 0 and 25 kg A flight for air display, recreation or sport with a remote aircraft with a total mass between 0 and 25 kg is permitted only within the
restrictions and regulations for model aircraft (Application 1; It is the first that Die Burger and Die Burger in 2016 became the first Mass between 0 and 150 kg (a model) A flight with a remote aircraft with a mass between 0 and 150 kg and not a model aircraft (so its flight is for other purposes as air display, relaxation or sport) is not allowed to function unless the RPAS operator,
RPAS and RPA pilot have a valid specific consent/exemption from CAA-NL (ILT). Exemptions RPAS operators based outside the Netherlands, may apply for exemptions by the special form, (see below) based on Article 8 of the Convention for International Civil Aviation and described in ICAO Annex 2, Appendix 4 Distance learned aircraft systems and in ICAO Circular 328 AN /
190 and ICAO Manual on learned aircraft systems Dock 10019. Please note that the specified documents such as RPAS Operator Certificate and an operational plan are essential. Please note that permissions will only be possible for: flights in VFR Daylight, FLOS, EVLOS, in uncontrolled airspace outside prohibited and limited area, see drone (link) for permanently prohibited or
limited area with a safe distance (&gt;150 meters for RPAS with MTOM &gt; 4 kg and &gt; 50 m for RPAS with MTOM &lt; 4 kg during flights up to 50 m AGL)) to populated area (the coherent areas of cities, towns or settlements or over an open air meeting of persons), moving cars, trains and vessels and under 120 metres above ground or water (AGL). RPAS operators must
convince CAA-NL that they are qualified to operate their RPAS safely. Curacao FIR, San Juan FIR please note that the airspace above the BES Islands (Dutch Caribbean: airspace above the islands of Bonaire, St. Eustatius and Saba) prohibits airspace or controlled airspace (control zone - CTR or aerodrome traffic zone - ATZ). It is not allowed to fly there with aircraft, including
remotely learned aircraft/model aircraft without the permission of ATC or AFIS. At the moment, ATC and AFIS are unable to grant any permission. So please 'drone' at home or keep it stored in your suitcase during your stay. Detail information Yrausquin ATZ at Saba, with a radius of 5 NM of the ARP (radio communication via AFIS/ Yrausquin Yrausquin so the ATZ is larger than
the island of Saba. This ATZ is only available for manned aircraft with a permission of Yrausquin information. Roosevelt ATZ at Saint Eustatius, with a radius of 5 NM from ARP (communications via AFIS/Roosevelt information), so the ATZ is larger than the island of Saint Eustatius. This ATZ is only available for manned aircraft with a permission from Roosevelt information. The
Flamingo CTR at Bonaire is visible on the map below. This is the large area with the point 25 NM TNCB ARP. The area TNP-1 and TNP-2 are prohibited for all aircraft. The space between this two area is only available for manned aircraft with a clearance of ATC. List of abbreviations ACAS Airborne Collision Avoidance System AFIS Aerodrome Flight Information System AGL
Above Ground Level ARP Aerodrome Point of Regard ATC Air Traffic Control ATZ Aerodrome Traffic Zone BES Islands of Bonaire, St. Eustatius, Saba CAA-NL Civil Aviation Authority Netherlands CTR Control Zone EVLOS Extended VLOS FIR Flight Information Region FPV First Person Sees ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization NM Nautical Miles RPA pilot remotely
plotted Aircraft pilot working for 'An RPAS Operator RPAS Distance Locked Aircraft System TNCB The Nature Conservancy Bonaire VFR Visual Flight Rules VLOS Visual Line of Sight Annex 1 Rules and Regulations for Model Aircraft Rules and Regulations (i) for model aircraft in the Netherlands (but not valid on the BES islands): It is not allowed to use a model aircraft : i. with a
mass of more than 25 kg ii. for a company or occupation, with benefit or payment except the teaching of fly model aircraft. Model aircraft will give way to aircraft, helicopters, gliders, including hanging gliders and paragliders, free balloons and airships. In all other situations between two aircraft that are on or over at the same height, the aircraft will give way to the one on its right.
SERA.3201: nothing in this regulation will ease the pilot in command of an aircraft of responsibility to take such action (=avoidance of collisions), including collision avoidance manoeuvres based on resolution advisors provided by ACAS equipment, such as the best collision. The flight with a model plane will only be carried out within conditions and in places where there is a good
visual face off the ground on the model plane and finishing aircraft during the entire flight. The pilot must keep clear visual face on the model planes during the entire flight (so first person sees - FPV - is not allowed). Flights with a model plane are allowed only during daylight (see Ais Netherlands GEN 2.7) Flights with a model plane are not above merged areas of cities, towns or
settlements, including operating area and ports or over open-air congregation of persons, railways or motorised vehicles open public roads, excluding the 30 km roads within towns and 60 km roads. flights with model aircraft are not allowed. not. with model aircraft are permitted only in air space class G (so: not in controlled air space, see bijzondere vluchten helpdesk nvl) In class
G not above 300 (ii) m AGL (above ground level) Not within a distance of 3 km of uncontrolled (= no ATC) aerodromes including temporary aerodromes, gliders bijzondere activists helpdesk nel Not in or under low flying areas for civilian or military aircraft (see link at : 9.) In the ATZ of military aerodrome where the use of model aircraft is explicitly permitted, including communication
agreements with other airspace users, it is possible to legally fly up to 450 m AGL with model aircraft. Model clubs who would like to work with model aircraft in controlled airspace (CTR's with class C or D airspace) must contact the relevant ATC organisation for the essential and essential agreement (see link at 9). If such an agreement will be possible depends on risk analyses
with important information about the location, including height of model aircraft, times of activity, etc.) Disclaimer: This is an informal translation. The original Dutch text prevails in case of doubt. (ii) Due to increasing amount of incident reports related to interaction between manned and unmanned aircraft, it is strongly advised to be very careful with flights above 120 m AGL. Twitter
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